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Electrical explosion-related accidents take place every year. These types of incidents result in
several fatal injuries every single day. Arc flash video clips act as an electrical safety tool. The main
purpose of doing arc flash video sessions in the firm is to warn the workers about dangerous
hazards caused by electrical explosion and arc flash.

These videos play an important role in making factory employees and company understand the
dangers related with the arc flash explosions. By means of these video tutorials company can
render effective electrical safety measures for their employees and employees can do the job in a
safe workspace.

What's an arc flash

According to George Gregory, Square D/Schneider Electric's industry standards manager in
Palatine, IL, an arc flash is a short circuit through the air. If the remoteness or heat retaining material
between conductors is breached or can no longer withstand the current applied to them, an arc flash
takes place. Since workers or employees get near energized circuits or conductors, bit of a
movement nearby the equipment or even equipment malfunction may start a phase-to-phase fault
and/or phase-to-ground. This is where the arc flash videos are required: to provide complete
information about the cause of arc flashes.

The normal temperature of an arc flash is a lot more than 5000 degrees Fahrenheit and also it gives
off bright flashes of light followed by a excessive noise. A huge level of radiant electricity blows up
outward beginning from the device, spreads very hot gas and also leading to loss of life or else
great burns as a result of radiation, and finally, emitting pressure waves that would destroy hearing
or brain function. The flash can also affect one's vision.

The high costs of medical assistance

The medical as well as damage costs of these types of accidents are certainly staggering.
According to Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) study by CapSchell in 1999, a utility
company's total spending estimate for arc flash-related incidents on a 2-year period was almost
$15.75 million for each case. Plus, according to the statistics gathered by CapSchell, Inc., the
occurrence of arc flash in electric equipment is about 5 and also 10 times a day somewhere in the
United States that sends the victims to a special burn center. Generally, there isn't any arc flash
videos available to determine the main cause of arc flashes.

Development of standards

Now, utility companies is ordered to perform a hazard analysis to be aware of flash protection
boundaries and even the necessary safety for their employees, and electrical equipment identified
with probable arc flash explosion have to be marked with a label for caution. These companies
should have electrical safety trainings.

Electrical safety training is the essential

One of the most secure methods to cope with repair as well as maintenance scenarios with
electrical tools is to work only when the equipment is de-energized and so certification has been
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conducted that a de-energization has took place. Safety protective gear ought to worn when electric-
related work is carried out. Though, for quite a few services which run 24/7 making use of systems
that are necessary to work constantly, this is definitely not possible.

The objective of the electrical safety training is to take the employees away from the danger zone
and / or eliminate any chances of arc flash incidences. Therefore the plan should think about usage
of long-handled tools to put the worker in a significantly long-distance from the electrical circuit,
current-limiting circuit breakers, remote racking, infrared windows to let assessment with closed
spaces for example cabinets and also closed doors, and moreover some other important choices.

Arc flash videos importance

Arc flash videos are actually mandatory for each and every organization that handle electrical work
and even any type of risky work. These videos are a direct or else tutorial on how disastrous and
even dangerous arc flash hazards can be. So studying the videos in depth, organization can take
required measures as well as make sure safety for the factory workers.
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Nicholas Stenson - About Author:
Nicholas Stenson feels strongly about ensuring a safe working environment for workers. He
suggests companies and individuals to understand the potential risks of arc flash by watching a arc
flash videos. He also emphasizes the importance of a Electrical safety training and NFPA 70E arc
flash training for workers. To learn more about protection against arc flash do visit
http://www.arcflashtrainings.com.
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